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On Thursday, September 12, GMO Internet, Inc. (hereinafter “GMO Internet”) has started 

distributing “Captain Tsubasa ZERO -Miracle Shot-", the global version of a real-time football 

simulation RPG for smartphones “Captain Tsubasa ZERO -Miracle Shot-" (hereinafter “Captain 

Tsubasa ZERO”) in over 100 regions and countries.  

Also, in commemoration of the release, "Release Celebration Campaign" begins. 

 

 

                                                        

 

『Captain Tsubasa ZERO -Miracle Shot-』 
 

On September 12, Captain Tsubasa ZERO -Miracle Shot- Begins Global Distribution! 

“Release Celebration Campaign” Begins! 

https://apps.apple.com/app/id1462848280
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=jp.co.gamepot.tsubasa.global
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[1]  "Captain Tsubasa ZERO -Miracle Shot-” released globally. 

[2]  "Release Celebration Up To 300 Free Draw Transfer" held! 

[3]  "Release Celebration Login Bonus" (6,000 Gems in 14 days!) 

[4]  "Release Celebration Transfer" starts! 

[5]  "Release Celebration Pack" on sale! 

[6]  Half off Stamina Cost for Development Matches! 

[7]  Half off Stamina Cost for Main Story! 

[8]  Great Success & Super Success rate for upgrading cards Doubled! 

 

 

 

Introducing the game! 

Captain Tsubasa ZERO -Miracle Shot- is a real-time soccer simulation RPG in which the 

world of the latest TV anime “Captain Tsubasa” is completely reproduced. Use familiar 

characters in the anime such as “Tsubasa Ozora”, “Kojiro Hyuga”, “Schneider”, “Diaz” and 

“Pierre” to form your own original dream team! 

 

First, obtain players! 

You can get players via free Transfer that you can use once a day or by consuming in-game 

currencies you can get by advancing the stories that relive the world of the TV anime! Various 

attack skills or defense skills can be set to each player, which is one of the important key 

elements for winning in a match. There are also skills exclusive for certain players and familiar 

special moves in the anime can be unleashed! 
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Set players obtained into a team! 

Once you obtain players, set them to build a team! You can select a formation such as the 

“3-5-2” and the “4-3-3” in Team Formation. You can build an aggressive team, a team 

focusing on defense or any team that suits your strategy! Not familiar with formations? No 

worries! An auto-formation feature helps you to build up one. 

 

Have a game with your team! 

Once you form a team, you are now ready to have a game! Your players run around on the 

field on themselves following the director’s (i.e. your) directions! 

You can execute a miracle shot when the gauge is filled as a game progresses! The more 

the gauge is filled the more chains performed. Choose an advantageous player over the 

opponent keeper to execute the shot and you'll have a better chance of scoring!! 
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Story mode lets you re-experience the exciting story of the original anime. 

The story of the latest anime is reproduced in the story mode! With a game with familiar 

teams in the TV anime, relive famous scenes! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Events and more! 

Content including original events for the game, side stories that were not told in the TV 

anime, League where players can test out their own abilities and many more!! 
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[1] "Captain Tsubasa ZERO -Miracle Shot-” released globally 

 

[Description] 

The global version of “Captain Tsubasa ZERO -Miracle Shot-“ has started being distributed 

on App Store and Google Play in over 100 regions and countries. The game is available in 

English, French, Italian, German, Spanish, Portuguese and Thai 

 

[2] "Release Celebration Up To 300 Free Draw Transfer" held! 

 

 

[Campaign Period] 

After the global release until Friday, November 1, 4:59 (JST) 

 

[Details] 

”Release Celebration Up To 300 Free Draw Transfer” begins, where users can perform free 

10x Transfer once daily. Users can use the transfer 30 days, meaning that they can draw the 

Transfer up to 300 times in total
（※1）

. Log in every day and get the most out of this 

maximum of 300x
（※2）

 Transfer! Please see News in the app for more details. 

 

(※1) By logging in 30 days and performing the transfer, you can draw up to 300 free Transfers in total. 

(※2) The transfer resets at 5 am every day (JST) 
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[3] "Release Celebration Login Bonus" (6,000 Gems in 14 days!) 

 

 

[Campaign Period] 

After the global release until Wednesday, September 25, 13:59 (JST) 

 

[Details] 

Login Bonus that users can receive rewards such as up to a total of "6,000 Gems" when 

they log in during the event period (14 days) （※3） begins. To see what you can get as 

Login Bonus, start the app. 
 

 (※3) Login Bonus starts to count log in days once you log in during the above period. You can get up to 6,000 

Gems by logging in 14 days. 

 

[4] "Release Celebration Transfer" starts! 

 
 

[Campaign Period] 

After the global release until Wednesday, September 25 at 13:59 (JST) 

 

[Details] 

In "Release Celebration Transfer", the drop chances are increased for "All-Japan (Jr. Youth) 

Tsubasa Ozora" and "All-Japan (Jr. Youth) Taro Misaki". By setting those two players in the 
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same team, Skill Power of each player increases, plus they have "Special Trait" that raises Skill 

Power depending on the number of Jr. Youth midfielders set on the appropriate position. 

Further, there is a possibility to obtain players belonging to foreign teams including ★3 " 

Hamburg Karl Heinz Schneider" and " Hamburg Genzo Wakabayashi".  

In addition, every three times users perform 10x Transfer, they get one free 10x Transfer. 

There is also one-time-only 10x Transfer for paid Gems that guarantees more than one ★3 

players appear. 

 

“All-Japan (Jr. Youth) Tsubasa Ozora” Skill: Victorious Bicycle Shot [EX] 

 

 

“All-Japan (Jr. Youth) Taro Misaki” Skill: White Lightning [EX] 
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[5] "Release Celebration Pack" on sale! 

 

 

[Campaign Period] 

After the global release until Wednesday, September 25, 13:59 (JST) 

 

[Details] 

Global Release Celebration Pack" is now on sale at "Shop", which offers Gems and in-

game items as a set. This pack, coming with some freebies, offers a better rate than 

purchasing only Gems.  

For details of “Release Celebration Pack”, see "News" or "Shop" in the app. 
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[6] Half Off Stamina Cost for Development Matches! 

 
 

[Campaign Period] 

After the global release until Wednesday, September 25, 13:59 (JST) 

 

[Details] 

During the campaign period, Stamina cost for the below Development matches is halved. 

 

[Applicable Development Matches] 

・ Munemasa Katagiri of the Soccer Association’s Special Enhancement Training 

・ Roberto Hongo’s Secret Training 

・ Tsubasa Ozora’s Tough Training 

・ Kojiro Hyuga’s After-School Training 
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[7] Half Off Stamina Cost for Main Story! 

 

 

[Campaign Period] 

After the global release until Wednesday, September 25, 13:59 (JST) 

 

[Details] 

During the campaign period, Stamina cost for Main Story Chapter 1 to 19 is halved. Take 

this opportunity and make huge progress on Main Story! 

 

[8] Great Success & Super Success rate for upgrading cards Doubled!

 
 

[Campaign Period] 

After the global release until Wednesday, September 25, 13:59 (JST) 

 

[Details] 

During the campaign period, the chance for Great Success ＆ Super Success that gives 

more card EXP when upgrading cards are doubled. 
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About Captain Tsubasa 

Captain Tsubasa depicts stories of a soccer genius Tubasa Ozora, who transferred to 

Nankatsu Elementary school, growing up as a football player through matches with rivals such 

as Genzo Wakabayashi and Kojiro Hyuga. 

Once the manga series obtained high popularity with its refreshing story, unique characters 

and a number of breathtaking skills which make readers want to imitate, the popularity went 

across the sea and brought the Captain Tusbasa boom worldwide. 

Its impact reached the real world of football and have been a trigger that led to a lot of 

domestic and foreign professional football players starting to play football. 

 

Game Overview - "Captain Tsubasa ZERO -Miracle Shot-" 

Captain Tsubasa ZERO -Miracle Shot-, a game for smartphones which is a real-time football 

simulation game where players can experience the story of the protagonist, Tsubasa, and 

other characters growth. With automatic match mode, players can enjoy exciting matches 

where special skills unleash. 

The world of the latest TV anime “Captain Tsubasa” is completely reproduced in the main 

scenario mode. The scenario unfolding in dialogues tells the story of Tsubasa and other 

characters growth as football players, in which players can relive the world of “Captain 

Tsubasa”. In addition, there are sub-scenarios included where episodes of obscure schools 

appearing in Captain Tsubasa can be enjoyed. In the match mode, furthermore, players can 

form an original team with characters and skills of other schools that can be acquired through 

the scenario mode. Along with the scenario, it features a lot of thrilling contents such as login 

bonus, Transfer, and various events. 
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※Screenshots used in this document were taken when the app was still under development.   
Some features may differ from the actual services. 

※App Store is trademark of Apple Inc. 
※Android and Google Play are trademarks of Google Inc. 
※All other company names and product names mentioned are trademarks of their respective 

owners. 

 

GMO Internet Group 

GMO Internet Group is an Internet service industry leader, developing and operating Japan’s 

most widely used domain, hosting & cloud, ecommerce, security, and payment solutions. The 

Group also includes the world’s largest online FX trading platform, as well as online advertising, 

Internet media, and cryptocurrency related services. GMO Internet, Inc. (TSE: 9449) is 

headquartered in Tokyo, Japan. For more information, please visit https://www.gmo.jp/en/ 

 

Contact Info Regarding the Service 

GMO Internet, Inc. 

Game Division 

E-mail：press.global@gmogp.com  

■Title   : Captain Tsubasa ZERO -Miracle Shot- 

■Genre   : Football Simulation RPG 

■Price   : Free to Play (In-app purchases） 

■Download from  : App Store 

    https://apps.apple.com/app/id1462848280 

Google Play 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=jp.co.gamepot.tsubasa.global 

■Official Facebook page : https://www.facebook.com/CaptainTsubasaZERO/ 

■Official Twitter           : https://twitter.com/CapTsubaZERO_en 

■System Requirements : Android 4.4 or better (2GB of RAM or more is recommended)  

    iOS 8.0or later, iPhone 5s or later、iPod touch 6th generation or later 

    iPad 5th generation or later, iPad mini2 or later、iPad Air 

    ※Some device may not be supported. 

■Supported Languages : English,Portuguese,French,Italian,Spanish,German,Thai 

■Developed by  : ©2018 GMO Internet, Inc.  

■Distributed by  : ©GMO GP, Inc. 

■Copyright   : ©2018 GMO Internet, Inc. 

: ©GMO GP, Inc. 

: ©YOICHI TAKAHASHI/SHUEISHA,2018CAPTAIN TSUBASA COMMITTEE 

   : ©adidas Japan K.K. adidas,  

   the 3-Bars logo and the 3-Stripes mark are trademarks of the adidas Group 

 : ALL RIGHTS RESERVED BY JFA 
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